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1. OG 9 focusses on the aspect of robotised reconfiguration of satellites at lifetime 
in orbit.  

2. The rational is to build space systems faster, cheaper and more flexible to 
maintain and improve the competitiveness of European industry. This shall be 
reached by applying terrestrial automation and robotic technologies to the 
production and operation of space systems. With methods like modularisation, 
standardisation, re-use or rapid development space systems shall get key skills 
like adaptivity and sustainability.  

3. Therefore the aim of OG 9 is to demonstrate a scenario in which a spacecraft 
mounted robot manipulation system can modify the functionality of a platform by 
adding and or replacing functional modules. 

4. To reach the aim the OG shall design, develop and test a demonstrator for the 
scenario which at minimum includes the following four parts: a satellite-mounted 
robot system, a stock of functional modules, a satellite mock-up as demonstrator 
platform as well as design and simulation software. 

5. For this task, Call1 building blocks shall be used. OG9 is responsible for the central 
maintenance of OG1 ESROCOS building block. 
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1. The following slide shows how the demonstration scenario shall be executed. The 
initial configuration consists of a satellite platform equipped with a sensor inside 
an Active Payload Module APM. In the course of operation the system detects a 
failure in an APM connector, which then shall be repaired and upgraded. 

2. To prepare the servicing operation the task shall first be simulated in a software 
tool. Only after verification, the servicing plan shall be uploaded to the system. 

3. For execution the platform uses its satellite mounted robot system aka 
manipulator. It shall be able to reposition itself and to reconfigure APMs in 3-
dimensions. The defect APM shall be exchanged with an APM from stock. After 
the exchange the platform has to detect new functionalities and reconfigure the 
software. 

4. Another feature to be demonstrated is the distribution of system capabilities 
across APM borders. The system shall be reconfigured by transferring resources 
like computational power from a defect APM to another and setting data paths 
accordingly.  

5. All in all the demonstration shall show the way from conventional satellites with 
exchangeable payload modules to hybrid satellites with payload modules that 
have reconfigurable and distributed system capabilities. In the future satellites 
become intelligent. 
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